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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0426258A1] A process is provided for manufacturing internally coated can bodies from metal sheets in one continuous processing run,
comprising the steps of: - providing metal sheets of which the width is a little greater than the periphery of a can body and the length corresponds
to the height of a can body - transporting successive sheets in lengthwise feed direction - bending the metal sheets transversely of the lengthwise
feed direction such that their edge zones mutually overlap - mutually adhering or joining the overlapping portions of the edge zones, preferably by
welding - applying an internal coating on the thus formed tubular bodies, pushing one against the other, by means of a coating device carried by
an arm extending in lengthwise direction inside said successive can bodies, said coating being preferably obtained by applying electrically charged
plastic powder and causing said powder coating to melt, spread out and enamel by supplying heat and then curing the thus formed coating by
cooling. An apparatus for performing the inventive method comprises - conveyor means (2, 4) for feeding metal sheets (3) to a flattening station (6) -
bending means (7) for bending the flattened sheet transversely of the conveying direction (5) to a rounded shape (3') with overlapping edge portions
- means for joining said overlapping portions so as to form successive can bodies - transporting means (114, 115) for transporting the can bodies
in an axial direction (13) - applying device for applying an internal coating of plastic powder on said bodies, which device is carried by an arm (14)
which extends in axial direction inside said bodies from a region located upstream relative to said adhering/joining means - heat treating means for
causing said powder coating to melt, spread out, enamel and cure.
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